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Abstract
The “Demystifying the Real-Time Linux Schedul-
ing Latency” paper defines a safe bound for the
real-time Linux scheduling latency. It also presents
a tool kit that enables the measurements and ana-
lysis of the variables that compose the bond. The
tool kit is used in the experimental section, per-
forming the scheduling latency analyses on real
platforms. This artifact provides the means to
evaluate the tool kit and to reproduce the results
of the experimental section.
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1 Scope
The “Demystifying the Real-Time Linux Scheduling Latency” paper defines a safe bound for the
real-time Linux scheduling latency. It also proposes a tool kit that enables the measurement of
the variables by tracing the events of the PREEMPT_RT thread model [1] using an efficient
approach for high-frequency trace analysis [2]. The tool kit is then used to perform the trace and
analysis of the scheduling latency on real systems, demonstrating the practical benefits of the
analysis. The results of the experiments are presented in Section 6 of the paper. This artifact
provides the means to evaluate the tool kit and reproduce the results of the experimental section.
It is composed of a self bootable operating system image, configured with the PREEMPT_RT
kernel, that includes the mentioned tool kit. It also delivers a set of scripts that replicates the
execution of all experiments presented in the paper, which can be used to validate the results.
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2 Content
The artifact is delivered via a self-bootable operating system disk image. The image can be
written on any HD or SSD with more than 16 GiB of space. By booting the system with the disk
containing the image, a Fedora 31 will start with all set for the experiments.
On Linux, the image can be writing using the dd command as root. For example, given that a
16GB USB memory stick is presented as the /dev/sdb device, the following command will write
the image ecrts2020.img to it:
# dd if=ecrts2020.img of=/dev/sdb
On Windows, it is possible to write the image using the Win32 disk imager tool.
Inside the home directory, there are some scripts that automate the execution of the experi-
ments. The script run_experiment.sh is the principal of these scripts. Running it without any
arguments will result in a five minutes trace and analysis. It accepts a different duration as its
first argument (time in minutes). For instance, the command: run_experiments.sh 15 will run
the trace for 15 minutes. The script code has useful comments and can be used to learn how
to use the tool. It is important to notice that, the longer the tracing section, the larger are the
memory and disk requirements. Still, the experiments can run on any regular modern PC in
2020.
Other scripts then use the above-mentioned script to setup and start experiments presented
in Section 6 of the paper. They are the following:
run_experiment_1a.sh: the experiment 1.a in Figure 26.
run_experiment_1b.sh: the experiment 1.b in Figure 26.
run_experiment_1c.sh: the experiment 1.c in Figure 26.
run_experiment_2a.sh: the experiment 2.a in Figure 26.
run_experiment_2b.sh: the experiment 2.b in Figure 26.
run_experiment_2c.sh: the experiment 2.c in Figure 26.
run_experiment_3a.sh: the experiment 3.a in Figure 27.
run_experiment_3b.sh: the experiment 3.b in Figure 27.
run_experiment_3c.sh: the experiment 3.c in Figure 27.
run_experiment_4a.sh: the experiment 4.a in Figure 27.
It is possible to find the kernel source and binary, the latency parser module source and binary,
and the perf tool code that we extended and/or developed for the paper inside the demo folder.
The default user (ecrts) asks no password, and the root password is ecrts2020. Sudo asks no
password for the ecrts user to run a command as root.
3 Getting the artifact
The artifact endorsed by the Artifact Evaluation Committee is available free of charge on the
Dagstuhl Research Online Publication Server (DROPS). Additional material can be found at:
https://bristot.me/demystifying-the-real-time-linux-latency/.
4 Tested platforms
The self-bootable operating system image runs on any system with the Intel 64 bits processors.
Before starting the experiments, to achieve similar results, the hardware must be tuned for low
latency. As a general rule, the authors suggest to:




disable sources of SMI;
disable deep idle states.
disable turbo boost;
setup all the BIOS for performance.
Beware that, because laptop processors are optimized for power savings, and often face thermal
throttling, they are less deterministic, and this can influence the results (of any tool). So for the
artifact evaluation, we suggest using desktops, workstations or servers.
It is also important to keep in mind that the results presented in the experimental section
are only valid for that specific environment. Every and each hardware will present its own
interrupt task set, and will force the threads to cross by different code sections that influence in
the values. Moreover, all the results are based on observed values: it is not a goal of the paper
to demonstrate finding the worst values. The main objective of this experimental study is to
corroborate the practical applicability of the analysis tool.
5 License
The artifact is available under GPL v2 license.
6 MD5 sum of the artifact
3454c0893db32779b83f01ab8c65bac4
7 Size of the artifact
6.67 GB (compressed)
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